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On equivalence of two variational problems in /c-Lagrange spaces 

MAGDALEN SZ. K1RKOV1TS 

1. Introduction. In [3] we have considered generalization of the equivalence 
of two variational problems for single integrals treated by A. MO6R ([7]) in Lagrange 
spaces L*"=(M, J£?*) and L"=(M, i f ) ([6]). This problem has the following form 

(1.1) 

E ; ( J T (x, y)) = l(x, y) E; (<£ (x, y)), (E ; &T := dlty, := d/dx'}, 

A(x, j ) 0, 

where y stands for x, £C and J§?* are the two Lagrangians, and 1 depends not only 
on x but on y too. We have given the transformation of the Lagrangians as a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for this equivalence. Moreover, we have shown 
geometrical consequences of the equivalence relation (1.1). 

In 1975 A . MOOR ([8]) gave a definition of equivalence of two variational 
problems for multiple integrals with the following relation 

(1.2) EF(.S?*(xs, y%)) = Aj(x>)E, ( JS?(**, yi)), rank ¡|A{(x)|J = n 

^ := dx*ldta, E; := d]—d. (summation over a); i,j,s = 1, n; a = 1, k, k < «j. 

He investigated the properties of this relation but not in geometrical manner. 
In [4] and [5] we have constructed a geometrical model for multiple integrals 

in the calculus of variations. Now we study a generalization of the Moor equiv-
alence in geometrical manner using the theory of fc-Lagrange geometry. 

2. The Moor equivalence of multiple integral variational problems in ^-Lagrange 
k ¿ , 2 , £, 

spaces. Consider the total space £ = © TM^TM©TM©... © T M of the vector 
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k 
bundle t]={@TM,n,M) with canonical coordinates (x\ y j where / runs from 

1 to n and a runs from 1 to k. By the theory of fc-Lagrange spaces L£ ([4], [5]) we 
k 

have a regular Lagrangian i f : © TM—R with the metric tensor field 
i 

(2.1) ¿¡f{x, y) = dfd^(x, y); rank \\g?f\\ = nk (df :=d/3yi). 

Now let <£ be defined on class C2 of the admissible submanifold Ck, Ck, ... on 
M, where 
(2.2) Ck:xl = xl{f), Ck:xJ = xJ(ta), ... 

and they coincide with each other on the boundary dG, of the parameter domain 
(7, ([9], [10]). 

Then we can construct the fc-fold integral 

(2.3) _ 
I(Ck)= f &(?f(t>),yl(t>))d(ty, d{t)-.= dt\..dtk- yUt^-^dx'Idf, (fi = 1, k). 

c t 

This integral depends on the submanifold Ck by means of which it is defined. It is 
known from the classical calculus of variations of multiple integrals ([9]) that if a 
submanifold Ck is to afford an extreme value to I relative to other admissible sub-
manifold it is necessary that the first variation 51 of (2.3) should vanish. This implies 
that Ck must satisfy the system of n second order partial differential equations: 

(2.4) E,(if) := ~ (df&)-biSe = 0 (dt := d/dx'), 

where E, are the components of the Euler—Lagrange covariant vector ([10]). 

Let us consider a pair L£=(M, and Lk"=(M, &*) of ^-Lagrange spaces 
with the same base manifold M. 

Def in i t ion 2.1. Two variational problems in Vk=(M,&) and L*k
n=(M,<e*) 

are called equivalent in the sense of Moor if 

(2.5) E;(i?*(x'-, y{)) = ¿KxJ, yi)Es(J?(xJ, yi))-, det ||/lf(x, y)|| * 0 

hold identically. 

Remark. In (2.5) the tensor field X depends on y too. 

3. Some geometrical characters of the equivalence. Relation (2.5) has the fol-
lowing explicit form: 

(3.1) (dfdlJS?* - Af^df &)ylp + (dfd, <?* - A{3]ds <£)y\-(dt <£* -Mdj SC) = 0, 
a2** 

dfdt<> ' 
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Using condition (2.1) for i f and i f* we get from (3.1) 

(3.2) = o. 

Since (3.2) is an identity in (x, y) it is necessary that the coefficients of ys
aP should 

vanish. Hence we obtain from (3.2): 

Theorem 3.1. A necessary geometrical condition for equivalence of two varia-
tional problems of multiple integrals is that the k-Lagrange spaces ( M , if*) and 
(M, i f ) be in ,,k-conformal" correspondence: 

(3.3) !?/(*, y) = H(x, y)gjf(x, y). 

From this Theorem it directly follows that the metrical d-connections (cf. [4]) 

LD* = (L)m, L"jjm, Cfm, C^fj) and LD = (L}m, L%m, C?m,C%), 

respectively, are related by the geometrical condition (3.3). 
* 

P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. The d-tenSor fields and are in the following relation 

(3.4) iCffc = (d'm A\)gff + 2X\ C f f y . 

Proof . We have 

(a) c ^ j = = J g ^ d i g f t , 

(3.5) 
Chi - p^C'P- = ?)y 
\UJ ^msj ost Tnscj — 2 m&ij > 

(cf. [4]). Hence a direct calculus leads to (3.4). 
Using the result of the above Proposition we shall prove that our equivalence-

problem can be reduced to the MO6R one ([8]), i.e. his equivalence is a special case 
of relation (2.5). 

Theorem 3.2. If two variational problems of multiple integrals are equivalent 
in the sense of Moor then the k-conformal factor A/(x, y) is necessarily independent 
°f y'a-

Proof . Differentiating (3.3) with respect to y\ we obtain 

(3.7) d i h ! = (diM)gl!+ 

and by virtue of (3.4) we have 

(3.8) 2 C& = MM) gtf + 2 X{ Cf£>. 
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* 

Since the d-tensor fields С and С are totally symmetric ([4]), after the cyclic permuta-
tion of the indices we get 

(3.9) (d lM)gj! = (др-i)gsiy = (3?M)Slj • 

By using the symmetric property of the metric tensor g®/ from (3.9) it fol lows that 

(3.10) m ) g ! f - ( d M ) g f f = 

Contracting by g{'ß the last relation we get 

(a) (9Щ)пк-(д! M)0ft = 0, 

(b) (dJXi)nk-dJM = 0, 

respectively. This means that 

(3.12) (dJX{)(nk-\) = 0. 

Because of (nk—1)*0 the relation (3.12) holds iff 

(3.13) djM(x,y) = 0. 

Thus X is independent of y\. 

C o r o l l a r y . A geometrical character of the equivalence in (2.5) with the k-con-
formal factor X{(x) is that the torsion tensor field Cj®* of the metrical d-connection 
LD is invariant. 

P r o o f . Suppose that (2.5) holds with Xj(x). Using the relation Cj%=g£C$, 
from Proposition 3.1 we directly get 

И 141 — er" rßzy — J¡о*» }l _ Я' пЯ — 0s1 — rßsy ^jem — Sex ^jim — "tSca^jlm — Sea^jlm — ^ jem > 

where %X\=&\. 

4. Transformation of the Lagrangians. We can easily check if the Lagrangians 
differ by a total derivative, i.e. &*(х,у)=&(х,у)+%А(х)?„, then E,(.£?*) = 
s E , ( i f ) . This means that two variational problems of multiple integrals are equiv-
alent in the sense of Moor with tensor field ôj. 

N o w we examine the transformation of the Lagrangians under the equivalence 
relation in (2.5). First we prove 

P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. If the relation (2.5) holds and the k-conformal factor X is 
independent of y then it is necessary that X{(x) = ôjX(x). 

P r o o f . Let us consider relation (3.3). Since the metric tensor fields g* and g 

are symmetric in the indices ^ j and we get 

(4.1) = 0, 
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which can be written in the following form 

(4.2) = 0 (P,y,e = Xk\ Uj,s,h = T^i). 

We infer from the symmetry of the ¿-tensor field g that the coefficients of gjh in 

(4.2) must be skewsymmetric in Q j and ^ j . This gives for the symmetric part: 

(4.3) MdWSi-AidWfi i+t i s sd i s s -kWd'f i : = o. 

Let h=s, 0=y, <*.=£, then we obtain 

(4.4) Mk2n- k{k + ?4 k - )\8{k2 = 0. 

Now putting 

(4.5) A(*) = -iAj|(*), 

we get from (4.4) 
(4.6) k2nXj(x) - k2n8{ A(x) = 0. 
Thus 
(4.7) X{(x) = <5/A(x). 

P ropos i t ion 4.2. //relation (2.5) holds with A/(x) = <5/A(x) then the trans-
formation beetwen the Lagrangians 0£*(x, y) and J?(x,y) is as follows-. 

(4.8) <e*(x, y) = A(x) <g(x, y)+A!(x)y, + U{x). 

Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we obtain f?f=5{A(x)*f. In view of property of 
Lagrangians we get 
(4.9) dfd! {&* - A(*) se) = 0. 

Hence the function X(x)S£ is necessarily linear in 

5. Some remarks about the normal form of the Euler—Lagrange equations in L£. 
It is known that in the equations of geodesies of Lagrange space the second deriva-
tives x' appear explicitly and the functions G'(x, 7) can be derived directly from 
the Lagrangians (cf. [6]). This suggests us to write the E,(jSf(x,^)) in such form 
which is a generalization of that of geodesies. Hence we get 

( i)2xs \ 

(5.1) E ; ( № , y i ) ) = gtfyle + Gt(xJ, y{) := - j ^ f ) 

where the generalized G;(xJ, y'y) are defined by 
Gi : = {fid.sew-dtse. 

By means of g^gf,=S*' equation (5.1) can be written in the following form 

(5.2) E ; (S?(x, y)) = + Glp (x, ;>)), 
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where the generalized G'xß are defined by 

Giß-gi'ßG, (G, := Glßgfs)-

Finally we directly obtain 

P r o p o s i t i o n 5.1. If two variational problems in and LJj are equivalent in 
the sense of Moor then 

(5.3) &ß = G°aß. 

Indeed, from the equivalence relation (2.5) using Theorem 3.1 and relation (5.2) 
we obtain (5.3). 

Remark . Relation (5.3) corresponds to that result which was obtained for 
equivalent single-integral variational problems in Lagrange spaces (cf. [3]). 
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